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For Immediate Release

2014 AlaSim International Conference & Exposition
Huntsville, Alabama (April 3, 2014) - The 2014 AlaSim International Conference & Exposition will take
place May 6-7, 2014, at the Dynetics Huntsville Campus.
AlaSim is an annual event that brings together the modeling and simulation community from Alabama,
North America and the world. The conference is designed both to showcase the breadth and depth of
the latest modeling and simulation activity, and to provide a forum for collecting, documenting,
displaying and discussing the current state of M&S technology.
The AlaSim exhibit area is an opportunity for industry exhibitors to display their latest simulation
products and capabilities. Plenary speakers and industry experts will present project and program
papers/briefings about simulation work planned and in-progress. Workshops will provide an open and
collaborative environment for the definition and creation of modeling and simulation products. And
tutorials will provide introductory and advanced training in current simulation technology.
AlaSim offers a variety of opportunities for practitioners, vendors, and academia to see, be seen, hear,
be heard, teach and learn about the science, technology and business of modeling and simulation.
You can register on-line at http://www.almsc.org/alasim-reg-branch.shtml.
employees and active military are eligible for free registration.
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For more information: AlaSimProgramChair@almsc.org. AlaSim is organized by the Alabama Modeling
and Simulation Council.
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About The AEgis Technologies Group Inc.
Awarded the 2012 Small Business of the Year (Outstanding Small Business category 51-350 employees)
and awarded the 2012 Russell G. Brown Executive Leadership Award for excellence in leadership and
entrepreneurship for AEgis President & CEO Steve Hill by the Huntsville/Madison County Chamber of
Commerce. Also awarded one of the Top 20 Best Places to Work in 2012 by the Huntsville/Madison
County Chamber of Commerce.
AEgis Technologies is a privately held small business headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama, USA, that
provides advanced technology and expert consulting services to industries throughout the world. AEgis
specializes in modeling & simulation (M&S) and micro/nanoscale technology development. The
company’s M&S products and services include simulation software and training simulators; geospatial
databases; 3D models; war fighter exercise support; systems engineering and analysis; verification,
validation, and accreditation (VV&A); test and evaluation support; Hardware-in-the-Loop (HWIL) and
Man-in-the-Loop (MIL) simulation. Advanced Technologies excels in advancing cutting edge micro and
nanoscale technologies from concept to deployment with applications ranging from defense to energy
to biotechnology.
AEgis has enjoyed steady growth with revenues increasing to $65+ million in sales and employment of
300+ professionals. AEgis has been instrumental in the acceptance of M&S as a profession, as a graduate
program of study among many colleges and universities and in the creation of an M&S standards and
professional certification across the international M&S professional community-of-practice. Since its
founding in 1989, AEgis is committed to honesty and integrity and has been recognized for its honorable
business practices by receiving the Better Business Bureau’s Torch Ethics Award. The company’s highly
skilled work force is dedicated to building lasting relationships and providing superior products and
services to our customers.
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